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Description
Respectfully request support for the new ICOM ID-5100A radio. Exported icom icf file is attached and I'll provide any other exports as
need and can perform testing on MacOS, Linux, and Windows.
ICOM ID-5100: http://www.icomamerica.com/en/products/amateur/mobile/id5100a/
Related issues:
duplicated by New Model # 3189: Icom ID-5100 Deluxe

Closed

01/20/2016

duplicated by New Model # 3199: Icom ID-5100

Closed

01/21/2016

duplicated by New Model # 4931: Icom ID-5100a

Closed

06/21/2017

History
#1 - 05/28/2014 06:25 pm - Barry Evans
I can provide access to radio via either linux account or remote desktop connected PC if a developer has interest and needs to test.

#2 - 03/30/2015 07:20 am - Patrick Joles
Whats the possibility priority can get increased on support for ICOM ID-5100A? Please :)
PS: I'm donating to the cause and will be happy to be tester for you!

#3 - 03/30/2015 07:22 am - David Grimm
I am also very interested in support for the 5100. I would be happy to work with any developers....

#4 - 08/11/2015 06:23 pm - Eric Dropps
I am working on this now and have a prototype driver functional.

#5 - 04/25/2016 07:39 pm - Amardeep Chana
Eric Dropps wrote:
I am working on this now and have a prototype driver functional.

Hello, is there any way I can help? I have an ID-5100A and am a software developer. I'd love to help get this across the finish line. Please let me
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know. Thanks.

#6 - 12/27/2016 12:07 am - Bob Recny
Also interested here.

#7 - 12/29/2016 08:46 am - Patrick Joles
Eric Dropps wrote:
I am working on this now and have a prototype driver functional.

Have you completed the prototype, can we help test it?

#8 - 12/29/2016 08:54 am - Patrick Joles
Patrick Joles wrote:
Whats the possibility priority can get increased on support for ICOM ID-5100A? Please :)
PS: I'm donating to the cause and will be happy to be tester for you!

I'm happy to donate more if that will give priority to the support of this radio?

#9 - 02/12/2017 04:27 pm - Tim Smith
- Subject changed from Support for ICOM ID-5100A to ICOM ID-5100A
#10 - 04/30/2020 09:19 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Chirp Version changed from 0.4.0 to daily

I am working on this now and have a prototype driver functional.

Eric, would you still be interested in sharing your driver?
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